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Abstract
A new concept of multigraph coloring—an incidentor coloring is developed in this paper. It
is shown that this coloring is a generalization of the ordinary edge coloring and that it can be
applied for solving some optimization problems in data networks. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
1. The incidentor coloring problem
Let G=(V; E) be a directed loopless multigraph. An incidentor (or a semiarc) is an
ordered pair (v; e), where v∈V; e∈E and v is incident with e. It can be treated as the
half of the arc e incident with the vertex v. So each arc e=(u; v) has two incidentors:
the initial incidentor (u; e) and the !nal incidentor (v; e).
The word “incidentor” was introduced by Zykov in the late 1960s [10]. Incidentors
have been already used in some papers as auxiliary objects in some graph theoretical
researches. The concept of incidentor coloring given below was introduced by the
author [6,8]. It appeared to be useful for solving some optimization problems in data
networks.
Denote by I the set of all incidentors of G. An incidentor coloring is a function
f : I → Z+; where Z+ is the set of positive integers.
Suppose that for every arc e∈E a two-place predicate pe(a; b); determined for every
a; b∈Z+ is given.
An incidentor coloring f is correct if f(v; e1) =f(v; e2) for every two incidentors
(v; e1) and (v; e2) with the common vertex v.
An incidentor coloring f is admissible if for every arc e=(u; v) with f(u; e)= a
and f(v; e)= b the predicate pe(a; b) is true.
The problem is to @nd the least positive T having a correct and admissible incidentor
coloring of G by the colors {1; : : : ; T}.
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The correctness condition of the incidentor coloring implies that T¿J where J
is the maximum degree of G. Generally, there is no upper bound for T because it
depends substantially on the choice of the predicates pe(a; b).
The following examples show how much can incidentor coloring problems diLer
depending on the predicate. The @rst example also shows that the incidentor coloring
problem is a generalization of the edge coloring problem [1,10].
Example 1. For every arc e; pe(a; b)= {a= b}. It is the usual problem of the multi-
graph edge coloring [1,10].
Example 2. For every arc e; pe(a; b)= {a = b}. In this case T =max{2;J} because
splitting each arc into two parts by an additional vertex leads to the edge coloring
problem for a bipartite graph.
Example 3. For every arc e, pe(a; b)= {a¡b}. This problem was formulated and
solved by Melnikov and Vizing [4]. They proved the following:
Theorem 1 (Melnikov and Vizing [4]). Let G=(V; E) and pe(a; b)= {a¡b} for ev-
ery e∈E: If there is a sink or a source of degree J in G, then T =J+1; otherwise,
T =J.
Note: If all predicates are symmetric (i.e.,pe(a; b)=pe(b; a) for every arc e and
colors a; b), then G may be considered as an undirected multigraph.
Now consider the applications of the incidentor coloring problem to some information
transmission problems.
2. The source problem
(A) A local network consisting of a host computer and n buses connecting it to the
users is given. The link capacities of all buses are equal to 1. This means that we
need t time units (moments) to transmit t units of data. But we do not require these t
moments to go in succession, i.e., interruptions are allowed. The total amount of data
to be transmitted by all users of ith bus to the users of jth bus is denoted by aij; for
every pair of buses i and j: If two users lie on the same bus then their communication
takes place without the host computer, and we do not consider it. Therefore, we can
assume that aii =0 for every i. The communication of the buses can be organized in
the following ways:
(1) The host computer connects ith bus with jth one directly. In this case the data
from the user of one bus is transmitted to the user of another bus directly, i.e.,
without storing in the host computer and during one time unit.
(2) The data that the user of ith bus must transmit to the user of jth one may @rst
be recieved by ith bus, stored in the host computer, and later on transmitted via
jth bus.
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Restriction: Each bus can communicate with at most one object at every moment
(by an object here we mean a user or the host computer). This restriction does not
concern the host computer, which can receive or transmit information by several buses
simultaneosly.
The process of communication is a session, i.e., aij do not change during the com-
munication. The problem is to construct a schedule of data transmission satisfying
all restrictions in such a way that the total length of the session would be the least
possible.
Consider a directed multigraph G=(V; E) on n vertices where the number of arcs
from a vertex i to a vertex j is equal to aij. Then the problem described above is equiv-
alent to the multigraph G incidentor coloring problem with the predicate pe(a; b)=
{a6 b} for every arc e∈E. Indeed, let e=(i; j) and f(i; e)= a; f(j; e)= b. Then
the “a= b” condition corresponds to the @rst way of data transmission: the ith and
jth buses are directly connected at the moment a: The “a¡b” condition corresponds
to the second way: ith bus sends the data to the host computer at the moment a,
and it sends the data via jth bus at the moment b: The restriction is held due to the
correctness of the incidentor coloring. The unknown T is the minimum length of the
session.
Theorem 2 (Pyatkin [6]). Let G=(V; E) and pe(a; b)= {a6 b} for every e∈E: Then
T =J.
The proof of this theorem in [6,8] results in the algorithm A1 of complexity O(n2J2)
that constructs a data transmission schedule (the incidentor coloring) with T =J. But
this algorithm is pseudopolynomial because the maximum degree J of the multigraph
G is equal to the maximal load of the buses and depends on aij. In other words,
the number of buses n is comparatively small and do not change drastically from
session to session, and amount of information aij can be very large. Therefore, some
problems can arise when J is much bigger than n. Although the algorithm @nds the
optimal solution with T =J; it can work quite long. Therefore, it seems useful to
sacri@ce the exactness of the algorithm in order to reduce the power of J in the
complexity formula in the case of J  n. Based on the scaling idea, the following
modi@cation of algorithm A1 makes it possible. Note however, that a schedule of
data transmission is a table n × T; where T¿J is the total length of the session.
Hence, it is impossible to solve the problem A by an algorithm of complexity less
than O(nJ).
Let M be the scale, 1¡M ¡maxi; j(aij + aji): Let bij = aij=M	 for every pair i; j.
Denote by G′ the multigraph with the vertex set V and bij arcs (i; j) for every pair of
the vertices i; j. Apply the algorithm A1 to G′. By Theorem 2, T ′=J′, where J′ is
the maximum degree of G′. Then incidentors of G can be colored by J′M colors. But
MJ′=Mmaxi
n∑
j=1
(bij + bji)6maxi
n∑
j=1
(aij + aji + 2M)=J+ 2nM:
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Thus, the relative error =(J′M −J)=J6 2nM=J. The complexity of modi@ed al-
gorithm is O(n2J2=M 2). By taking M =
√
J; we obtain an approximate algorithm of
complexity O(n2J) with the relative error 6 2n=
√
J.
Note, that increasing J leads to decreasing relative error. This property seems to be
helpful, because we use this modi@cation only in the case of big J. It cannot be used
when J is small.
(B) The problem is the same as A, but not all bus capacities are equal to 1. Let
ci be the capacity of ith bus, i=1; : : : ; n. While connecting two buses with diLerent
capacities, the bus with smaller capacity is the bottleneck. Therefore, it seems to be
reasonable to avoid the @rst way of the communication at all.
Let the set of vertices of a directed multigraph G be V =∪ni=1 Vi; where |Vi|= ci for
every i=1; : : : ; n. Let the amount of arcs from a set Vi to Vj be equal to aij. We can
distribute the arcs among the vertices of Vi in such a way that each vertex has degree
at most Jˆi = Ji=ci	, where Ji is the load of bus i. If we do not use the @rst way of
data transmission, then the problem B is equivalent to the incidentor coloring problem
with the predicate pe(a; b)= {a¡b}.
By Theorem 1, in this case T6maxiJˆi + 1=Jˆ+ 1. But it is evident that T¿ Jˆ,
so the absolute error is at most one time unit.
3. The problem with two sessions
(C) Suppose that in the problem A there is an additional data a′ij to transmit, but it
appears only after the moment t. If t¿J then there is nothing to do — we simply
solve two distinct A problems. When t ¡J consider a directed multigraph G=(V; E1∪
E2); where |V |= n and for every pair of vertices i; j there are aij arcs in E1 and a′ij
arcs in E2 from i to j. Then the problem C is equivalent to the incidentor coloring
problem of G=(V; E1 ∪ E2), with the predicates pe(a; b)= {a6 b} for every e∈E1
and pe(a; b)= {t ¡a6 b} for every e∈E2.
A trivial upper bound for this problem is T6 t + J (if we simply skip @rst t
moments). For better bounds we need more complicated technique.
For every two functions f; g : V → Z+; the (f; g)-factor (if it exists) is a subgraph
H ⊂ G with the same vertex set V such that f(v)6dH (v)6 g(v) for every vertex
v∈V; where dH (v) is the degree of v in H .
Let Ji be the maximum degree of Gi; i=1; 2. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that J¿ t+J2. Denote by d+G1 (v) the outgoing degree of the vertex v in G1.
Let k ∈Z+. Then the de!ciency of the vertex v is
Dv= t + dG(v)− d+G1 (v)− k −J:
Consider the multigraph G′=(V; E′); where E′ ⊂ E1 is the set of all arcs in G1
whose @nal vertices have positive de@ciency. Let g(v)= t for every v∈V , f(v)=Dv+
d+G′(v); f
′(v)=Dv for the vertices with positive de@ciency, and f(v)=f′(v)= 0 for
other vertices.
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Theorem 3. The existence of (f′; g)-factor in G′ is necessary, and the existence of
(f; g)-factor in G′ is su5cient, for coloring G by J+ k colors.
Proof. If H is an (f; g)-factor of G′ then we color its incidentors by the @rst t colors
(by Theorem 2). Besides, for every vertex v we color the maximum possible number
of initial incidentors (v; e); where e∈E1; by the unused colors from the set {1; : : : ; t}:
It is suQcient to show that the remaining multigraph Gˆ has degree at most J+ k − t.
Indeed, for a vertex v with Dv6 0; if d+G1 (v)¡t then the degree of v in Gˆ is at
most dG(v)− d+G1 (v)6J+ k − t; otherwise, dGˆ(v)=dG(v)− t6J− t6J+ k − t.
For a vertex v with a positive de@ciency, at least Dv incoming arcs belong to H . But
Dv + d+G1 (v)= t − k −J+ dG(v)6 t; so, at least Dv + d+G1 (v) incidentors (v; e); where
e∈E1; are colored by the colors 1; : : : ; t. Then dGˆ(v)6dG(v)−Dv−d+G1 (v)=J+k−t.
The suQciency is proved.
Suppose that there exists a coloring of G by colors 1; : : : ;J+ k. Then for a vertex
v at least dG(v) − (J + k − t) incidentors (v; e) of G1 are colored by colors 1; : : : ; t
(no incidentor of G2 can be colored by these colors). At least dG(v)− (J + k − t)−
d+G1 (v)=Dv of these incidentors must be @nal. Then the set of all arcs containing these
incidentors forms the desired (f′; g)-factor. Theorem 3 is proved.
A polynomial algorithm for @nding (f; g)-factor in multigraphs can be found in [2].
Note: None of the conditions in Theorem 3 is necessary and suQcient simultaneously
as follows from the examples in [8].
4. Other problems
(D) So far the memory of the host computer was considered as unlimited (at least
the sum of all aij). The memory is used during the second way of data transmission.
If its size is limited by Q units, then some problems can arise in general. For example,
if Q=0; then we obtain the NP-hard edge coloring problem. But it is shown below
that for Q¿ n=3 we can organize data transmission so that the length of the session
would be almost optimal. It was proved recently in [3] that for Q¿ n the optimal
solution with T =J can be found. Unfortunately, we do not know exactly what is the
smallest Q; for which the problem remains polynomially solvable.
Theorem 4. If Q¿ n=3 then there exists a schedule of data transmission of length
J if J is even and of length J+ 1 if J is odd.
Proof. We @rst consider the case when Q¿ n. In this case, the problem D is re-
duced to the incidentor coloring problem of the multigraph G=(V; E) constructed as
in the problem A, with the predicate pe(a; b)= {b− 16 a6 b} for every e∈E. (This
predicate guarantees that each data is either transmitted directly or stored in the host
computer at most one time unit). Let say that an arc is mixed if the colors of its
incidentors are diLerent.
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Let k = J=2	. By adding arcs and vertices, G can be converted into a regular
multigraph G′ of degree J′=2k. (It is evident that J′=J if J is even and J′=J+1
if J is odd). Then G′ can be represented as the union of k non-intersecting 2-factors
[5], i.e. G′=∪ki=1Gi. But each 2-factor Gi can easily be colored by two colors 2i−1; 2i.
Moreover, it’s even cycles can be colored without mixed arcs, and odd cycles can be
colored using only one such an arc. Then each 2-factor contains at most n=3 mixed
arcs. Theorem 4 is proved.
An algorithm of complexity O(n2J2) constructing a partition of a regular multigraph
of even degree into non-intersecting 2-factors can be found in [2]. So, the problem D
can be solved by an algorithm of complexity O(n2J2) with T6J+1. Therefore, an
absolute error is at most 1.
(E) Consider the following hierarchial structure: the host computers of several local
networks described in the problem A are connected into an arbitrary net. The capacities
of the information transmission channels of this net are supposed to be very big (at
least n; the total number of users). Denote by d the diameter of this net.
Any two users with common host computer communicate as it was described in
the problem A. The users of diLerent host computers can communicate only in the
following way: at @rst, a user sends the data to its host computer via the bus, then it
is transmitted to the host computer of the adressee via the channels of the net (data
transmission between two adjacent computers requires one time unit) and stored there.
When the bus of the addressee becomes free, the user receives the data. So, by the
choice of capacities, the buses of the lower level are the bottlenecks.
This problem is reduced to the incidentor coloring problem for the multigraph
G=(V; E0 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 ∪ · · · ∪ Ed+1); where for each e∈Ei there is given the predicate
pe(a; b)= {a6 b−i}. The arcs of E0 represent the data to be transmitted between users
with the common host computer. The arcs of Ei represent the data to be transmitted
between the users whose host computers are at distance i−1 in the net, i=2; : : : ; d+1.
Denote by J+ and J− the maximum outcoming and incoming degree of G, respec-
tively.
Theorem 5. Let G=(V; E) and let the predicate be pe(a; b)= {a6 b−i} for all arcs.
Then T =max{J;J+ + i;J− + i}.
Proof. Denote by m=max{J;J++ i;J−+ i}: If the outcoming degree of a vertex is
equal to J+, then there must be an initial incidentor colored by the color at least J+:
But then the @nal incidentor of such an arc is colored by the color at least J+ + i. If
the incoming degree of a vertex is equal to J−, then there must be a @nal incidentor
colored by the color J− + i, because a @nal incidentor cannot be colored by a color
less than i + 1. So, T¿m:
Now, prove that T6m by induction on i. For i=0; Theorem 5 is true by Theorem
2. Suppose that Theorem 5 is true for every i¡ i0.
Let k =max{i0 + J+; i0 + J−}. If k ¿J, then k − 1¿J, and by the induction
hypothesis, there is a coloring of G by max{J; k−1}= k−1 colors such that for every
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arc e∈E, the predicate p′e(a; b)= {a6 b − i0 + 1} is true. Let a vertex v∈V have
l @nal incidentors (v; e1); : : : ; (v; el), colored by colors f1¡ · · ·¡fl. Recolor them
in a following way: f(v; e1)=f2; : : : ; f(v; el−1)=fl; f(v; el)= k. If we do it for all
vertices, we obtain the incidentor coloring of G with the predicate pe(a; b)= {a6 b−
i0} — the desired coloring.
If k6J, then the desired coloring of G by colors 1; : : : ;J can be obtained by
Melnikov-Vizing’s algorithm [4]. Theorem 5 is proved.
A very nice and short proof of this theorem appeared recently in [9].
This theorem gives an approximate solution of the problem E with T6J+ d+ 1.
(Just consider all arcs of G as arcs of Ed+1.) Hence, the relative error in this case is
bounded by (d+ 1)=J.
5. Melnikov–Vizing conjecture
(F) Melnikov and Vizing [4] considered the following problem. Suppose that in
the problem A some data must be transmitted in the @rst way and the other in the
second. This problem is equivalent to the incidentor coloring problem of the multigraph
G=(V; L∪A) with predicates pl(a; b)= {a= b} for every link (undirected edge) l∈L
and pe(a; b)= {a¡b} for every arc (directed edge) e∈A. The reduction is the same
as in the problem A.
Denote by $G the edge chromatic number of the underlying undirected multigraph
of G: Melnikov and Vizing proved that T6 $G + 1 and posed a conjecture that
T6max{$G;J+1} [4]. This conjecture was proved in [7,8] for two classes of multi-
graphs.
Theorem 6 (Pyatkin [7]). If J6 3 then T6 4.
Theorem 7. If GA=(V; A) and dG(v) + dGA(v)6 $G for every vertex v∈V; then the
incidentors of G can be colored by the colors 1; : : : ; $G.
Proof. For every arc e=(u; v)∈A; we denote the link (u; v) by le and call it the
corresponding link. Denote by LA the set of all corresponding links, and let L′=L∪LA.
Consider the auxiliary multigraph H =(V; L′ ∪ A). Due to the hypothesis of Theorem
7, the degree of H is at most $G and there is a coloring f of its links by at most $G
colors.
Let e=(u; v)∈A be an uncolored arc whose corresponding link is colored by a color
a. Denote by b; c the unused colors at the vertices u; v; respectively. (They do exist
because JH 6 $G.) Three cases are possible.
(1) b= c. In this case, we replace the arc e in H by the link l′e=(u; v) colored by b.
An ordered pair (l′e; le) will be referred to as an arc of the !rst type.
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(2) b¡c. Then we color the incidentor (u; e) by b and color (v; e) by c. Such an
ordered pair (e; le) will be referred to as an arc of the second type.
(3) b¿c. In this case we construct a color alternating path, starting at the vertex
v, and recolor it afterwards. The rules of its construction and recoloring are as
follows.
Let u′ and e0 be the last vertex and edge of the path, respectively, and suppose that
the last color is c: One of the following can happen:
1. There is a link l=(u′; v′) colored by b. Then we add l to the path and replace
the color b by c and vice versa.
2. There is an arc e′=(u′; v′) such that the incidentor (u′; e′) is colored by b. Then
u′ = u because both colors b and c are used at u′. Then the path is @nished, and
we uncolor e′.
3. Otherwise (if the color b is not used at u′), the path is @nished.
Recoloring rule for e: if the last vertex of the path is u, then we color the incidentor
(u; e) by c and color (v; e) by b; otherwise, replace the arc e by the link l′e and color
it by b.
Note that if a path is @nished by applying the third rule, then an uncolored arc
becomes colored. If a path is @nished by the second rule, then an arc of the second
type is converted into an arc of the @rst type. Therefore, after at most 2|A| steps, H
will be colored by $G colors.
Using this coloring of H , we construct the desired coloring of G as follows. For
every link l∈L; we color both of its incidentors by the color f(l). For every arc of
the @rst type (l′e; le) with the colors of the links a and b, we color the initial incidentor
of the arc e by the lesser of these colors, and the @nal incidentor by the larger one
(and remove both links). For an arc of the second type (e; le), just remove the link le.
Theorem 7 is proved.
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